A Perfect Chance

Chasing a ghost is easy. Its finding yourself
thats the real challenge. Drowning in
darkness, Mace struggles to move on from
a past filled with sorrow. Anger is a much
easier emotion to handle, one he readily
embraces. Burying himself in his work and
spending his nights with his brotherhood of
bikers, Mace is determined to spend his life
playing by his own rules. Plagued by her
own guilt, Lena desires nothing more than
to break free from her past and to start
afresh. But fear and anxiety threaten to
keep her hostage, leaving her frustrated and
stifled. The last thing she expects is another
brooding man to be her possible way out.
While Lena is determined to fight for her
future outside of the Deadwood MC, Mace
is resolute to avoid any hope of happiness.
Together, they have to decide what theyre
willing to risk for the perfect chance. Can
be read as a standalone.
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